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ects or in library ·surveys. The survey in-
struments are excellent, have been tested, 
and could be easily adapted to fit other 
locales. In courses on library organization 
patterns, the comparative descriptions of 
the internal library organization of each li-
brary and the relationships between the li-
braries in Sheffield should prove of inter-
est. 
The somewhat pensive recognition by the 
authors that the impetus for cooperation 
must come from above will hopefully moti-
vate chief librarians to exercise a leader-
ship role in developing the appropriate 
Weltanschauung among their professional 
staff for implementing more imaginative 
programs of service.-Elizabeth Snapp, Co-
ordinator of Readers' Services, Texas W om-
an's University Library, Denton. 
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Professor Zachert has written the first 
book on simulation learning that is specifi-
cally designed for the preparation of library 
managers. Although this book has been 
needed because most of us know little 
about simulation theory, I found Professor 
Zachert' s style at times annoying. I was 
horrified, for example, by the "Chapter 
Highlights" at the end of the chapters in 
the first two parts which summarize the 
chapter's contents, as if the reader needed 
catchwordy reinforcement. Then given this 
method, why did she not continue it be-
yond chapter 5? I also found annoying 
Professor Zachert' s intrusion on her ma-
terials with her personal class experiences 
and the reprinted comments of her stu-
dents' reactions to class assignments. I sup-
pose that I was most annoyed because the 
book was not what I thought it should have 
been. Perhaps it could not have been writ-
ten otherwise because most of us, indeed, 
need to be trained in the language and use 
of simulation, and thus only a primer need-
ed to be written. I do wish, nonetheless, 
that Professor Zachert had not depended 
upon the literature and style of the profes-
sional (secondary?) ·educationist, but had 
emulated the engineers instead. 
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Parts I and II (chapters 1-5) are neces-
sary preliminary matters which delineate 
simulation and teaching. The simulation 
model is a selection of the central features 
of reality. As such, the simulation is not 
only a representation of reality; it is also a 
reduction of reality to certain basics so that 
teaching and learning can occur. If the pro-
fessor is capable of this style of teaching, 
the use of simulation in the classroom is 
much more demanding of the professor 
than the lecture. The professor becomes 
more detached from the group of learners 
and acts as a resource person instead of a 
deliverer of lecture-packaged truths. A poor 
professor, a charlatan, can use simulation 
to cover inadequacies both in knowledge 
and technique. Use of simulation in the 
classroom is not only comparatively low in 
risk to the students. If done properly, it is 
certainly high in student involvement. 
Chapters 1-5 preface the heart of the 
book, namely, the four chapters of Part III 
on roleplay, in-basket exercises, action 
mazes, and games. Of these four subclasses 
of simulation, the more intriguing to many 
should be the in-basket exercises and the 
action mazes, although all four have cer-
tain advantages for classroom use. The 
printing of "The Ann Davis Situation" as 
an example of an action maze should be ap-
preciated by almost all readers. 
I was surprised by the paucity of the 
discussion on games and by the apparent 
identification of gaming solely with the 
board games such as Monopoly and its imi-
-tators. There is little on computerized man-
agement games. To give Professor Zachert 
credit, perhaps this neglect is due to the 
fact that there are not many versions of li-
brary management games yet. Nevertheless, 
it is this area which holds the greatest pros-
pect for us because of its possibilities of 
overcoming temporal spans and because of 
its capabilities to handle the mathematical 
possibili.ties of the consequences of deci-
sions. 
It is good that Professor Zachert has 
given us our needed primer in simulation 
of library management. We now need 
someone to take us one step further: to 
write a sophisticated version.-G. A. Ru-
dolph, Dean of Libraries, University of N e-
braska-Lincoln. 
